Adobe Creative Cloud for teams
There’s always something new.
One of the big advantages Adobe Creative Cloud for teams offers over Adobe
Creative Suite 6 perpetual software is the ability to continually innovate. With Creative
Cloud, there’s no more waiting 12–18 months for upgrade cycles. More than 500
new features have been added to Creative Cloud since it was introduced. The CS6
applications still have the same feature set they had the day they were released
in May 2012. In the meantime, Creative Cloud members have been able to take
advantage of frequent feature updates that are delivered at no additional cost. They
are simply included as part of the ongoing membership. When new features are
added, members are notified through the Creative Cloud console, so it's easy to keep
up with what's new.
Here are just a few of the latest features that have been added to Creative Cloud
for teams.
ADDED JANUARY 21, 2014
New version of Adobe Edge Animate CC
The latest version of Edge Animate CC offers a host of tools that keep you pushing the boundaries
of animating with HTML, including new audio support for all the native HTML5 audio capabilities,
responsive scaling, and script loading for your favorite JavaScript library.

ADDED JANUARY 15, 2014
Adobe Photoshop CC expands creative possibilities
Reliably build, refine, preview, prepare, and print 3D designs using familiar Photoshop tools.
Fluidly adjust the perspective of a specific part of your image without affecting the surrounding
area with Perspective Warp. And update objects simultaneously across multiple Photoshop
documents with Linked Smart Objects.
Adobe Typekit revolutionizes how designers work with type
Sync fonts from Typekit to your computer for use in any desktop application. Browse Typekit fonts
from the Adobe Illustrator CC Type or Font menu. Find missing fonts in Adobe InDesign CC, which
automatically searches the Typekit desktop font library for matches or similar fonts.
Illustrator CC gets powerful new functionality
Create perfect, editable, rounded corners with the new Live Corners controls. Take advantage of
more intuitive drawing with the rebuilt Pencil tool. Quickly modify existing objects and change the
view of perspective drawings with Path Segment Reshape. And export responsive SVG code and
graphics.
InDesign CC simplifies ways to add interactivity
InDesign CC includes new support for the EPUB 3.0 specification, including new ways to add
interactivity to eBooks, the ability to add pop-up footnotes that streamline the EPUB reading
experience, and support for Japanese Vertical Composition and Hebrew and Arabic text.

ADDED NOVEMBER 13, 2013
Adobe Muse CC gets more engaging
The latest release of Adobe Muse CC includes scroll effect enhancements that make it easy to
create subtle or dramatic scrolling web pages; a new Library panel that stores frequently used
design elements; and a dozen new social widgets that make connecting to social media sites, like
Facebook and Twitter, a snap.

ADDED OCTOBER 31, 2013
150+ new pro video features
Deliver brilliant visuals with a richer toolset and even more integrated workflows. Adobe Premiere
Pro CC, After Effects CC, SpeedGrade CC, Prelude CC, Adobe Media Encoder CC, and Adobe Story
CC Plus all have significant updates.
Direct Link integrated color pipeline
Open Adobe Premiere Pro CC projects inside SpeedGrade CC for color grading, and send them
back to Adobe Premiere Pro CC where you can continue editing with color corrections and
looks applied.
Brilliant visuals at 4K and beyond
With Adobe Premiere Pro CC, you can work fluidly and efficiently with 4K and higher resolution,
Ultra HD, and RAW footage, including the latest digital file and camera formats, such as
CinemaDNG, RED Dragon, Sony F65, AVC Long GOP/XAVC Long GOP, AVC Ultra, and others.
New mask tools for faster workflows
Quickly create masks and apply effects that automatically travel frame by frame throughout your
compositions. Mask Tracker in After Effects CC eliminates the need for repeated manual
adjustments to your masks and saves you from repetitive rotoscoping. And SpeedGrade CC now
offers support for multiple grading masks.
A more streamlined editing environment
Adobe Premiere Pro CC now offers a new monitor overlay showing key data, such as time codes
and camera angles, during playback.
Greater efficiency on set
Prelude CC adds support for GoPro footage and metadata, and the ability to export clips and
subclips as well as rough cuts from the Project panel.
Prelude Live Logger
This new iPad app helps you record notes on shoots and match them up with the ingested video
in Prelude CC.
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